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Introduction

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) color and pattern standards and conventions for geologic maps have evolved since the first 
set of standards was published by the USGS in 1881. Since that time, USGS personnel have continuously updated and revised 
the standards in response to the need to show increasingly complex geologic map data and in response to changing technology. 
We recommend that the standards and conventions not be ignored.

Many U.S. State geological surveys and geological surveys throughout the world have adopted the color scheme as devised 
by the USGS. This color scheme is also referred to as the “American color system.” Shortly after 1881, the Europeans developed 
their own color scheme, which is referred to as the “International color system.” 

Color and pattern selections on USGS maps are based mainly on the following factors:
 • Purpose and use of the map
 • Legibility of the map
 • Applying USGS color and pattern standards 

     and conventions
 • Showing contrast and clarity of map units 

     and symbols
 • Showing ages or age relationships of map units
 • Matching or approximating colors and 

     patterns used on nearby or adjacent maps 
     to maintain consistency and continuity of 
     colors and patterns among maps in a region

 • Showing structural relationships of 
     map units

 • Cost of publication
 • Using colors that are light enough 

     for easy readability of the base map
 • Emphasis of certain map units 

     or symbols
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Recommended Colors and Patterns for Geologic Maps
[Modified and updated from USGS Publications Division Technical Standards Paper No. 9.03.1, dated September 30, 1971.]

Suggested Colors for Geologic Maps

Table 1. Suggested colors for geologic maps.  CMYK values: A = 8%, 1 = 13%, 2 = 20%, 3 = 30%, 4 = 40%, 5 = 50%, 6 = 60%, 7 = 70%, X = 100%.

Geologic age Basic color Color combination Selected color samples

Quaternary Yellow or no color (white) Tints of yellow (30% and 50% are 
best to use, except in narrow bands 
or very small areas) or no color 
(white).

Tertiary Orange, yellowish orange, 
tan, brown

Combinations of yellow and magenta, 
with proportionally more yellow than 
magenta.

Cretaceous Yellow green or olive green Combinations of yellow and cyan, 
with proportionally more yellow 
than cyan; the addition of a small 
proportion of magenta produces 
olive greens.

Jurassic Green Combinations of yellow and cyan 
in equal or nearly equal proportions. 
Note: in theory, this is the correct color 
for Jurassic; however, in practice it is 
well to lean toward the conventional 
“blue greens” when possible.

Triassic Blue green Combinations of yellow and cyan, 
with proportionally more cyan than 
yellow.

Permian Blue Tints of cyan; a small proportion of 
magenta is often needed to increase 
contrast.

Pennsylvanian Blue with red Combinations of cyan and magenta, 
with a much higher proportion of 
cyan than magenta.

Mississippian Bluish purple Combinations of cyan and magenta, 
with the proportion of cyan only 
slightly higher than magenta.

Devonian Grayish purple Combinations of equal or nearly 
equal proportions of magenta and 
cyan plus a low proportion of yellow.

Silurian Reddish purple Combinations of magenta and cyan, 
with proportionally more magenta 
than cyan.

Ordovician Subdued red Light tints of magenta or 
combinations of a high proportion 
of magenta with low proportions of 
yellow and cyan.

Cambrian Reddish brown Combinations of magenta and yellow 
in equal or nearly equal proportions 
plus a low proportion of cyan.

Precambrian* Olive brown, olive, gray, 
olive blue, reddish olive

Combinations of equal or nearly 
equal proportions of yellow,  
magenta, and cyan.

*Includes Proterozoic and Archean.
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Igneous and Volcanic Colors

The colors used for igneous and volcanic units should 
contrast strongly with adjoining sedimentary units. Reds are 
generally preferred; however, any strongly saturated color 
may be used. Large areas should be in light tints of magenta; 
small areas should be in the brighter tints. In other words, the 
smaller the area, the brighter the color.

Related Igneous or Volcanic Units

A tonal sequence of a color should be used when related 
groups of igneous or volcanic units are shown on a map. The 
groups may be related by age, chemical composition, or type 
of igneous activity. Reds, oranges, and reddish-purples are 
most commonly used. Blues, greens, and purples are used 
when a map has several groups of igneous or volcanic units, 
or when these colors are needed to create contrast.

Dikes and Sills

Narrow dikes and sills that cannot be shown as polygons 
are shown as solid lines overprinting other geologic units and 
must be printed in a bright or strong color so they will be seen.

When To Break Color Standards

The age color scheme is most easily applied to geologic 
maps that do not have many units of any one geologic age. On 
large geologic maps that have many map units, it is sometimes 
impossible to maintain the standard geologic age colors. Some 
of the ways to modify the color selections for complex or 
otherwise challenging maps are described below.

A common problem is when there are map units of many  
geologic ages on the map, but one or more ages have too many 
units. To solve this problem, select colors that maintain the 
relative order of colors on the geologic age column but move 
up and (or) down on the column. For example, for a geologic 
age that has too many units, use the color immediately above 
the geologic age color for the youngest units, the correct color 
for the middle units, and the color immediately below the 
geologic age for the older units.

Even when breaking color standards, it is important to 
maintain the modified spectral order of the colors so that the 
map reader is able to identify the relative age of the units by 
color. In other words, orange areas represent units younger 
than those that are green, and green areas represent units 
younger than those that are blue.

Another situation in which color standards need to be 
broken is when all of the map units are of one geologic age, 
and there aren’t enough different shades of the recommended 
color to show all of the different map units. An example is 
USGS map I–2225 (Moore, and Trusdell, 1991), which has 
about 120 map units, all of Quaternary age. Yellow could not 
be used to distinguish all 120 map units, so the entire spectrum 
of colors was used on this map.
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Recommended Geologic Patterns

Patterns tend to obscure the base map and should be used only when necessary. The patterns shown in the following para-
graphs are those most frequently used by map designers in the USGS. These patterns and many others that are less frequently 
used are shown on plate B of the Digital Cartographic Standard (see http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/1999/of99-430/). The pattern num-
bers in the following paragraphs refer to that plate.

Patterns are used when they help to maintain the basic color scheme on complex maps; they often can effectively show 
relationships between units as well as imply the type of rock being represented. Patterns are most often used for surficial and for 
igneous and volcanic units. 

Surficial Patterns

Stipple and circular patterns are used to show surficial deposits. Normally these patterns have a random arrangement of 
stipples and circles; however, regularly spaced patterns may be used to create contrast among units. Generally, the spacing of the 
patterns should correspond to the relative size and to the character of the material being represented. For example, a fine stipple 
pattern should be used for sand while a coarser stipple pattern with or without circles indicates a coarse gravel or conglomerate. 
Patterns are generally used as follows:

Sand

Gravel, sand and gravel

Conglomerate

Talus, breccia, landslides

Glacial moraine

Since surficial deposits are usually Quaternary in age, the patterns should overprint a yellow background. If there are 
numerous surficial units, a yellow background is used for the younger units and a pale orange or light brown background is used 
for the older units. Patterns printed in cyan over a yellow background will appear green. Fine magenta patterns over a yellow 
background will appear red; dense magenta patterns over a yellow background will appear orange. The dots and circles can be 
screened to 50 percent if the background color is very light.

Patterns may be used to relate groups of units by printing a number of different patterns in one color over yellow and a 
second group of patterns in another color. Hence, the map reader would immediately be able to identify a surficial unit by its 
background color and to recognize its relationship to other units by the color used for the overprinting pattern.
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Sedimentary Patterns

Line patterns of different spacings and line widths are often used for sedimentary units on complex geologic maps. Before 
resorting to the use of line patterns, some USGS map designers prefer to use surficial patterns (sand, gravel, conglomerate), as 
needed, for sedimentary map units composed mostly of sandstone or conglomerate. Patterns with solid lines are for general use; 
other patterns indicate lithology; suggested examples of both are shown below.

Sedimentary units in general

Shale

Sandstone

Evaporites (gypsum, salt)

(Print patterns 405 and 406 with one set of lines horizontal)

Breccia, angular conglomerate

To select sedimentary patterns, choose the background color and then select the pattern, visualizing the effect that the pat-
tern will have on the background. If the pattern is “light” (for example, either fine lines or widely spaced lines or a fine stipple 
pattern), the background will remain dominant when the pattern overprints it. If the pattern is “heavy” or dense, the background 
color will be changed because the pattern will print as a component part of the color.

Generally, line patterns for sedimentary rocks should be angled at 45° or at 135°. Occasionally they are used horizontally 
or vertically, perpendicular to the long axis of a narrow map unit.
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The following table summarizes the selection of suggested background colors and colors for sedimentary line and other pat-
terns on general geologic maps. Some selected examples are shown.

Table 2. Suggested background colors and colors for sedimentary line and other patterns for geologic maps. 
CMYK values: A = 8%, 1 = 13%, 2 = 20%, 3 = 30%, 4 = 40%, 5 = 50%, 6 = 60%, 7 = 70%, X = 100%.

Geologic age Background color and sedimentary pattern combinations Selected examples

Quaternary Combine yellow background with fine solid or screened line pattern printed 
in black, magenta, or cyan. Because most Quaternary deposits are surficial 
deposits, stipple and circular patterns are generally used. It is best to avoid 
100 percent black patterns because they tend to obscure unit labels and other type.

Tertiary Combine orange background (composed of yellow and magenta) with a fine 
line pattern printed in magenta or in cyan.

Combine yellow background with a “heavy” pattern printed in magenta to 
create orange.

Cretaceous Combine yellow-green background (composed of yellow and cyan) with a 
fine line pattern printed in magenta or in cyan.

Combine yellow background with a “heavy” line pattern printed in cyan; 
also closely spaced fine cyan lines may be used effectively.

Jurassic Combine green background (composed of yellow and cyan) with a fine line 
pattern printed in magenta or in cyan.

Triassic Combine blue-green background (composed of yellow and cyan) with a fine 
line pattern printed in magenta or in cyan.

Permian Combine cyan background with a fine line pattern printed in magenta or in 
cyan.

Pennsylvanian Combine cyan background with a fine line pattern printed in magenta or in 
cyan.

Combine a light-magenta background with a “heavy” pattern printed in  
cyan.

Mississippian Combine reddish-blue background with a fine line pattern printed in ma-
genta or in cyan.

Combine a light-magenta or lavender (composed of magenta and cyan) back-
ground with a “heavy” pattern printed in cyan.

Devonian Combine a lavender background (composed of magenta and cyan) or a neu-
tral background (composed of magenta, cyan, and yellow) with a fine line 
pattern printed in magenta or in cyan.

Silurian Combine a lavender background (composed of magenta and cyan) with a 
fine line pattern printed in magenta or in cyan.

Combine a cyan background with wide lines in screened  
magenta.

Combine a magenta background with wide lines in screened  
cyan.

Ordovician Combine a magenta background with a fine line pattern printed in magenta 
or cyan.

Print screened reverse patterns (patterns that have a lighter color than the 
background color) or screened wide line patterns in magenta.

Cambrian Combine an orange background (composed of yellow and magenta) with a 
“heavy” magenta pattern or with fine lines printed in magenta or in cyan.

Precambrian* Combine a neutral background (composed of yellow, magenta, and cyan) 
with a fine line pattern printed in magenta or in cyan.

*Includes Proterozoic and Archean.
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Metamorphic Patterns

Metamorphic units are usually shown without patterns because the traditional metamorphic patterns make the base map 
very difficult to read. The available metamorphic patterns are used as follows:

Metamorphic rocks in general

(May be used on maps which have planimetric bases)

Schist

(Used only if direction of trend is known; print in cyan or magenta over the appropriate geologic age color background)

Igneous and Volcanic Patterns

Patterns for igneous and volcanic rocks are angular or geometric forms, such as hachures, v’s, and +’s, which are usually 
printed in magenta, screened black, or cyan. The patterns are used to help the reader distinguish igneous and volcanic units from 
sedimentary and other units. 

hachures

v’s

+’s

Fault Zone and Ore Patterns

Wide fault zones or large bodies of ore can be patterned with crosshatch lines, with one set of lines placed at a 45° angle to 
horizontal. They are usually printed in black or magenta over a white or light background. The following patterns can obscure 
the base map and type, especially if shown in black, so they are not always used.
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The following table shows some selected examples of background colors and colors for point patterns. 

Table 3. Selected examples of background colors (CMYK codes shown below color boxes) and various point patterns (pattern numbers 
shown above color boxes) for geologic maps. 
CMYK values: A = 8%, 1 = 13%, 2 = 20%, 3 = 30%, 4 = 40%, 5 = 50%, 6 = 60%, 7 = 70%, X = 100%.

Geologic age Pattern Color
C (X000)            M (0X00) C (5000)            M (0500) C (X000)            M (0X00) C (X000)            M (0X00) K (0005) 

Quaternary 101

0000                   0030

117

0000                   0030

429

0000                   0030

402

0000                   0030

101

0000                   0030

Tertiary 101

A130                   0270

301

A130                   0270

318

A130                   0270

327

A130                   0270

101

A130                   0270

Cretaceous 101

A030                 3070

427

A030                 3070

301

A030                 3070

327

A030                 3070

101

A030                 3070

Jurassic 101

3030                   6060

118

3030                   6060

302

3030                   6060

317

3030                   6060

301

1020                   3030

Triassic 101

30A0                   6030

416

30A0                   6030

327

30A0                   6030

314

30A0                   6030

317

30A0                   4020

Permian 101

2000                   6030

429

2000                   6030

328

2000                   6030

317

2000                   6030

327

1000                   3000

Pennsylvanian 101

3A00                   3200

102

3A00                   3200

317

3A00                   3200

328

3A00                   3200

328

3A00                   3200

Mississippian 101

1100                   4300

103

1100                   2200

318

1100                   4300

327

1100                   4300

319

1100                   2200

Devonian 117

32A0                  3320

103

2210                 32A0

319

32A0                  3320

318

32A0                  3320

314

2210                  32A0

Silurian 117

1200                   1500

401

1200                   A300

303

1200                   1500

319

1200                   1500

101

1200                   A300

Ordovician 117

03A0                  06A0

116

03A0                  A3A0

305

03A0                  06A0

327

03A0                  06A0

101

03A0                  A3A0

Cambrian 117

0120                   2440

118

0120                   02A0

315

0120                   2440

318

0120                   2440

101

0120                   02A0

Precambrian* 117

2140                   1230

302

2140                  1230

306

2140                  1230

327

2140                   1230

416

2140                   1230*Includes Proterozoic and Archean.
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Color Standards for Line and 
Point Symbols and Other 
Map Symbols on Geologic Maps

USGS standards for line and point symbols and other map 
symbols are shown in USGS Open-File Report 99–430 [Public 
Review Draft—Digital Cartographic Standard for Geologic 
Map Symbolization (PostScript Implementation)], which is 
available online at http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/1999/of99-430/

Contained in this Open-File Report are all the geo-
logic line and point symbols you will need. Each symbol is 
described, technical specifications are shown, and each symbol 
appears in the color in which it should be used on maps.

Matching Colors and Patterns on 
Previously Published Maps

In general, when we select colors for a map, we try to 
match colors and patterns on published geologic maps of 
adjacent or nearby areas, because it is helpful to users of maps 
to have consistent color themes on adjoining or neighboring 
maps in a region. However, colors and patterns on published 
maps could be unacceptable for use on your map for the fol-
lowing reasons:

They detract from the legibility and usability of your 
map—Some colors and patterns that work well on an 
adjacent geologic map may not be as legible and usable 
on your map. 

Example 1: On a published complex color map, the 
same or very similar color is chosen for two different 
map units that are widely separated. If the same two 
map units are near or adjacent to each other on your 
map, it may be difficult or impossible to distinguish 
them from each other if both map units have the same 
or very similar colors. Two possible solutions: (1) make 
one of the map units match the published map, and the 
other a different color (still retaining the correct color 
for the geologic age) or (2) make the colors of both of 
the map units match the published map, but add a pat-
tern to one of the units. 

Example 2: Two adjoining map units on a published 
map cover large areas of the map, and the colors that 
were assigned for the two areas are very similar. (Map 
designers know that similar tints that cover large areas 
of a map are generally easy to visually distinguish.) 
However, if those same two adjoining map units are 
present on your map as extremely thin bands, the reader 
might have a difficult time distinguishing them from 
each other if their colors are very similar. Two possible 
solutions: (1) make one of the map units match the 
published map and the other a much brighter and more 
intense value (still retaining the correct color for the 
geologic age) or (2) make both of the map units match 
the published map and add a pattern to one of the units. 

Example 3: On a published map an igneous intrusive 
rock is shown as very tiny map units in 100 percent 
magenta. The same unit is on your map but covers a 
third of the map area. To avoid showing such a large 
area of solid magenta on your map, you could instead 
show the unit as a light tone of 20 percent magenta.

Colors and patterns do not conform to USGS con-
ventions—Some State geological surveys and other 
organizations produce color geologic maps that do not 
conform to USGS color and pattern conventions.

Colors or patterns produced on older conventionally 
produced maps are not easily reproduced by modern 
digital methods.
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Some Recommendations for 
Selecting Colors and Patterns

We recommend the use of light or pastel colors as much 
as possible. Light colors enable easy readability of the topo-
graphic base, as well as geologic data, such as unit labels and 
structure symbols.

Avoid tiny map units that are too small to effectively 
show color and patterns on offset-printed and on-demand 
paper maps. If an occasional tiny map unit must be shown, be 
sure to label the unit so readers can identify it. However, such 
tiny units are perfectly fine in GIS digital databases, where 
such units can be enlarged on-screen as needed for viewing.

Map units that cover small areas of the map may need to have 
bright, intense colors so the reader can find and identify them. 

Consider using light or pastel colors for map units that 
cover large areas of the map so that such areas won’t dominate 
the map. The colors you pick for map units that cover large 
areas of the map generally determine the overall appearance of 
the map.

Be sure to pick colors that contrast enough with each 
other. However, it is easy to go overboard in selecting colors 
that contrast more than necessary, thus limiting the colors you 
have to select from.

For maps printed on an offset printing press, as a 
general rule, choose CMYK colors that differ by at least 
20 percent, so that map colors can be easily distinguish-
able from each other. For example, if 20 percent magenta 
is chosen for one map unit, another map unit could be 40 
or 50 percent magenta. Take a look at examples of printed 
maps to get an idea of how similar colors can be and still 
provide necessary color contrast.

For on-demand maps printed by computer-driven 
plotters, you may need to choose CMYK colors that differ 
by 30 percent so that map colors can be easily distinguish-
able from each other.
Avoid using 100 percent black as a color fill because it 

is opaque and will completely obscure all other colors, lines, 
and symbols.

Avoid mixing black with other colors to produce color fills.
Avoid dark colors composed of cyan and magenta and 

avoid dense black patterns; such colors and patterns can 
obscure numbers, symbols, and topographic contours.

The color of small polygons in areas of crowded, dense 
topographic contours may be unrecognizable. This can espe-
cially be a problem on reduced topographic bases. Such small 
polygons may need to be labeled.

On a computer-driven plotter, it is possible to print thin 
lines (at least as thin as 0.01 inch) composed of two or more 
colors. However, such thin lines may be problematic when 
printed on an offset printing press, due to the strong possibility 
of misregistration of the colors in the press. For maps that will 
be offset printed, we recommend that thin lines, such as con-
tacts, faults, single-line dikes, and fold axes, as well as patterns, 
be shown in a single printing ink to avoid the problem of lines 
or patterns that have halos or fringes of unwanted colors. The 
halos or fringes are caused by misregistration of the different 
color layers during the offset printing process. For example, if 
you try to make a thin green line using yellow and cyan inks, 
the registration of the two layers (one yellow, the other cyan) 
that make up the line has to be perfect or the result will be a 
green line with a yellow and (or) cyan halo or fringe—or even 
worse, two lines, one yellow and one cyan. Perfect registration 
is extremely difficult when printing large map sheets on offset 
printing presses.

For offset-printed maps, make sure that thin lines and 
patterns overprint underlying colors. For example, if you 
have a thin line (the color of the line could be black, cyan, or 
magenta) that overlays a polygon of color, the polygon color 
should be continuous beneath the line; there should not be a 
white area under the line where the color of the polygon is 
blocked out. If thin lines and patterns do not overprint under-
lying colors, misregistration of the printing plates during 
printing will cause the white blocked out areas to become vis-
ible, which will detract from the appearance of the map. From 
Droster (2000): “Overprinting is an attribute [in Adobe Illus-
trator] that can be applied to the fill and/or stroke of an object 
or type. When “overprint” is selected, the color of the feature 
mixes with the color of the underlying objects. The mixing 
effect continues to the bottom layer unless it is interupted by 
a “nonoverprinted” object. Without “overprint” selected, an 
object “knocks out” all of the layers below it. Because the 
effects of overprinting are not visible until the file is color 
separated, it’s commonly overlooked or not used.”

For maps that will be printed on paper, resist the tempta-
tion to select colors on the basis of how they look on a computer 
monitor. Computer monitors are self-luminous (they produce 
RGB light). In contrast, CMYK colors on paper are produced by 
light from overhead lighting and (or) daylight that is absorbed 
and reflected to produce the colors you see. Combination col-
ors composed of large percentages of color look beautiful and 
bright on a monitor because increasing the amount of color in 
the RGB system adds more light to the screen of your monitor. 
In contrast, the opposite occurs when adding more ink to paper 
in the CMYK system. The higher the percentages of each of the 
CMYK inks in a combination color, the greater the amount of 
light that is absorbed, resulting in less light that is reflected to 
the viewer. Such colors can appear dull on paper.

For maps that will be printed on an offset printing press, 
be aware of the effect that uncoated and coated paper stock 
will have on the appearance of the map. In our experience, the 
colors on maps printed on uncoated stock (such as E30 paper) 
will print somewhat darker than colors on maps printed on 
coated stock.
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Base Maps

Proper screening of base maps that have topographic 
contour lines is crucial to the usability of the base map and the 
overlying geologic data. For offset-printed maps, we recom-
mend 30 percent black for most topographic bases. Occasion-
ally, 35 or 40 percent black is needed to make the topographic 
contours and other base information readable. For enlarged 
topographic bases that have thick contour lines and thick type 
(or reduced bases that have crowded and congested contour 
lines), it is sometimes necessary to screen the base at values 
as low as 20 percent black for offset-printed maps. On some 
complex maps that are printed on offset presses, a separate 
brown printing ink is used for the base to improve clarity of 
map information.

For on-demand maps printed on ink-jet plotters, we rec-
ommend 50 or 60 percent black for most topographic bases. 

Screen water features on base maps properly—rivers are 
shown in solid cyan; open water (lakes, reservoirs) in 20–30 
percent cyan.

The topographic base map image should not have vegeta-
tion or urban tints or other tints or dense patterns. Where such 
tints and patterns are present on base maps, map unit colors 
are altered or look darker, and numbers and symbols can be 
hard to read.

For geologic maps that have both shaded-relief and topo-
graphic bases, proper screening of the topographic contours 
and numbers can be tricky. Such maps usually require topo-
graphic contours that are screened 40–50 percent black for off-
set printed maps. For on-demand maps, contours and numbers 
sometimes have to be shown as dark as 70 percent black to 
show through the shaded relief.

Map Color Guides

[Some map designers who use MaPublisher and (or) GIS 
software for selecting and viewing map units and line and 
point symbols on screen do not use paper color guides when 
they select map colors and patterns. However, map design-
ers who do not use MaPublisher or GIS software to select 
and view map data on screen may need paper color guides as 
described in this section.]

Before you select colors for a map, you will probably 
need paper color guides of the map and correlation. Color 
guides have preliminary colors assigned to map units and 
symbols. Such colors are generally hastily assigned and serve 
only as a visual aid for making final color selections for the 
published map.

We recommend bright, high-contrast colors for color 
guides so that it will be easy to distinguish all map units from 
each other.

Color guides are helpful to view and study as final color 
selections are being made. The color guides reveal features of 
the map, such as map units that are numerous and cover large 
areas; map units that consist of only a few tiny areas; unusual 
shapes of map units; structural, stratigraphic, and age relation-
ships of map units; and different kinds of line symbols and 
point symbols used on the map.

In addition, a copy of the description of map units and 
symbols is needed to refer to as colors are selected. The 
description of map units will provide information such as age 
of map units, lithology of map units, which map units are 
grouped together, and geographic location of tiny, hard-to-find 
map units.

Some very complex maps may need multiple color 
guides. Some complex maps will also need colored line guides 
and colored symbol guides, which help you see at a glance the 
abundance and different types of line and point symbols that 
will need to be color coded.

An effective job of color and pattern selection should 
start with the careful study of the color guides and the 
description of map units. Only then should the process of 
color selection begin.

Color and Pattern Plan

A color and pattern plan is a document that records the 
final color and pattern selections for a map. Once the map 
is published, the color and pattern plan is filed for future 
reference. Some designers file a digital version of the color 
and pattern plan. Other designers think that users can refer 
to the digital file of a map as the record of color and pattern 
selections.

Color and Pattern Plan  11
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NOTE:  This book is printed on 70-pound 
white coated text dull finish paper.  The front 
and back covers are printed on 80-pound white 
litho coated cover stock with aqueous coat-
ing.  Plate 1 is printed on 60-pound white map 
lithograph finish (uncoated) paper.




